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e-Democracy - Alfredo M. Ronchi 2019-04-12
This book explores the main elements of eDemocracy, the term normally used to describe
the implementation of democratic government
processes by electronic means. It provides
insights into the main technological and human
issues regarding governance, government,
participation, inclusion, empowerment,
procurement and, last but not least, ethical and
privacy issues. Its main aim is to bridge the gap
between technological solutions, their successful
implementation, and the fruitful utilization of the
main set of e-Services totally or partially
delivered by governments or non-government
organizations. Today, various parameters
actively influence e-Services’ success or failure:
cultural aspects, organisational issues,
bureaucracy and workflows, infrastructure and
technology in general, user habits, literacy,
capacity or merely interaction design. This
includes having a significant population of
citizens who are willing and able to adopt and
use online services; as well as developing the
managerial and technical capability to
implement applications that meet citizens’
needs. This book helps readers understand the
mutual dependencies involved; further, a
selection of success stories and failures, duly
commented on, enables readers to identify the
right approach to innovation in governmental eServices. With its balanced humanistic and
technological approach, the book mainly targets
public authorities, decision-makers,
stakeholders, solution developers, and graduate
students.
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The Government and Politics of the European
Union - Neill Nugent 2006
A clear and comprehensive explanation of the
historical development and ongoing evolution of
the European Union (EU), revised and updated
in this sixth edition.
European Union and Global Democracy Raffaele Marchetti
The European Union and Global Governance - Dr
Jens-Uwe Wunderlich 2010-12-14
The European Union and Global Governance: A
Handbook aims to analyse contemporary
debates in European Studies in order to provide
lessons for the development, design and
normative evaluation of global governance. It
brings together scholars of European studies
and international relations, where much of the
literature on regional and global governance is
located, thereby providing interdisciplinary
lessons from the study of European Union and
its governance that can be used to re-evaluate
processes of global governance. Each chapter
examines methodological, theoretical or
empirical discussions within European studies in
order to draw insights for current developments
in global governance.
Economics and Policies of an Enlarged Europe Carlo Altomonte 2006-01-01
Increasingly, policies and laws commonly agreed
within the EU shape the political and economic
scenarios of nation states in Europe. However,
the same European context is radically
changing, essentially due to three major recent
developments: the adoption of the Euro, EU
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enlargement to the east and the implementation
of the Lisbon Strategy of structural reforms for
growth and competitiveness. The book presents
a thorough economic analysis of these three
events and of their implications for both existing
and potential EU policies and objectives. Carlo
Altomonte and Mario Nava have written a very
rigorous text in an accessible and jargon-free
style, ensuring easy acquisition of invaluable
insights into the European economic set-up and
the possible evolution of EU policies, including
an update on the reform of the Growth and
Stability Pact and of the 2007 13 Financial
Perspectives. The accessibility of economic
concepts combined with the methodological
rigour of this up-to-date text will be of great
interest to both policy makers and students.
The European Union, China and Central
Asia - Fabienne Bossuyt 2021-10-04
This book examines the involvement of the
European Union (EU) and China in Central Asia
and critically assesses the implications this has
for the region as a whole. The volume adopts a
comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach,
combining insights from International Relations,
EU Studies, International Economics,
International Law, Sinology, and History. It
concentrates on three thematic levels: (1)
historical and contextual, (2) geopolitical and
geo-economic, and (3) socio-cultural and
institutional. Paying particular attention to the
role of the EU and the factors driving the EU’s
and China’s relations with Central Asia, it looks
at how the Central Asian countries position
themselves vis-à-vis China’s growing influence,
and how the balance of power between China,
Russia, and the EU plays out. Contributors also
explore the important historical context of the
‘Silk Routes’, as well as of the erstwhile
connection of the Central Asian states with the
Soviet Union. Critically analysing the potential
areas for collaboration and synergy between the
EU and China, the book also discusses the extent
to which they share a common ground in Central
Asia that could serve as a basis for long-term
cooperation. It will be of interest to all scholars
and students of International Relations,
Economics, Sinology, and History.
The Politics of Means and Ends - Dr Holger Bähr
2013-03-28
Policy instruments are techniques used to
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implement policy goals. Subject to political
conflict, they address the relationship between
those who govern and those who are governed.
Why do political actors choose certain policy
instruments to implement policy goals?
Systematically comparing policy instruments
employed in the European Union's
environmental and social policy, Holger Bähr
develops a general theoretical framework to
illustrate how policy-makers prefer different
types of policy instruments depending on the
respective effect they wish to have on member
state governments, citizens, consumers, and
producers. He argues that institutions, the
politicisation of policy problems and external
events constrain political actors and provide
them with the opportunity to transfer their
preferred policy instruments into policy outputs
at the end of decision-making.
The Politicization of Europe - Paul Statham
2012-11-12
This book examines how mass media debates
have contributed to the politicization of the
European Union. The public controversies over
the EU’s attempted Constitution-making (and its
failure) sowed the seeds for a process of
politicization that has advanced ever since: an
increasing visibility for the EU in mass-mediated
public debates that is combined with a growing
public contestation over Europe within national
politics. The book presents an original
systematic study of the emerging field of
political discourse carried by the mass media in
France, Germany and Britain to examine the
performance of Europe’s public sphere. Whilst
the EU’s increasing politicization can be seen as
beneficial to European democracy, potentially
‘normalizing’ the EU-level within national
politics, the same developments can also be a
threat to democracy, leading to populist and
xenophobic responses and a decline in political
trust. Such discussions are key to understanding
the EU’s legitimacy and how its democratic
politics can work in an era of mediated politics.
The Politicization of Europe will be of interest to
students and scholars of comparative politics,
media studies, communication, sociology and
European studies.
Civil Society and Legitimate European
Governance - Stijn Smismans 2006-01-01
Smismans gathers a fine selection of papers. The
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book gains particular authority from its
interdisciplinary approach. Ulrike Ehling,
European Law Journal This book explores the
concept of civil society , which over recent years
has been revived and introduced into the
institutional debate within the EU. Significantly,
EU institutions themselves have made reference
to civil society and, on an academic plane, it has
been argued that the debate on the legitimacy of
European governance should value the role of
civil society organisations. Bringing together
lawyers and political scientists, the book studies
the role of civil society organisations in the
multi-level context of European governance.
Civil Society and Legitimate European
Governance bridges the distance between
normative suggestions, legal instruments and
empirical analysis. Providing original
contributions to the research on European
governance, this book will appeal to all scholars
and students with an interest in European
integration and European institutions.
Rethinking Europe - Gerard Delanty 2005-09-15
Dominant approaches to the transformation of
Europe ignore contemporary social theory
interpretations of the nature and dynamics of
social change. Here, Delanty and Rumford argue
that we need a theory of society in order to
understand Europeanization. This book advances
the case that Europeanization should be
theorized in terms of: globalization major social
transformations that are not exclusively spearheaded by the EU the wider context of the
transformation of modernity. This fascinating
book broadens the terms of the debate on
Europeanization, conventionally limited to the
supersession of the nation-state by a supranational authority and the changes within
member states consequent upon EU
membership. Demonstrating the relevance of
social theory to contemporary issues and with a
focus on European transformation rather than
simplistic notions of Europe-building, this truly
multidisciplinary volume will appeal to readers
from a range of social science disciplines,
including sociology, geography, political science
and European studies.
The Social Construction of Europe - Thomas
Christiansen 2001-06-01
This book is the first to systematically introduce
and apply a social constructivist perspective to
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the study of European integration. Social
constructivism is carefully located in terms of its
philosophical and methodological origins. The
wider debates and contribution of constructivist
approaches to international relations are
reviewed, and the insights that might then be
afforded to European studies fully explored.
Highlights include: new theoretical contributions
to the debate by Ernst B. Haas, Andrew
Moravcsik and Steve Smith; research on key
aspects of European integration and EU
governance applying a variety of constructivist
approaches. The Social Construction of Europe
provides new and important in
Legitimacy and the European Union - Thomas
Banchoff 2005-08-12
Since the Maastricht ratification debate of the
early 1990s, the legitimacy of the European
Union has become a subject of controversy. With
unprecedented force, Europeans have begun to
question the need for deeper integration. Some
fear threats to established national identities,
while others perceive the emergence of a distant
but powerful Brussels, beyond the reach of
democratic control. Legitimacy and the
European Union breaks with established
approaches to the problem of the legitimacy of
the European Union by focusing on the recent
trend towards reconceptualization of the EU not
as a superstate or an organization of states, but
as a multi-level, contested polity without
precedent. The book examines the implications
of this reconceptualization for the problem of
legitimacy. Individual chapters focus on policy
areas, institutions and identity politics. Taken
together, they reach two main conclusions.
While Europeans do not strongly identify with
the EU, they increasingly recognize it as a
framework for politics alongside existing
national and subnational structures. And while
the EU lacks central democratic institutions, the
integration process has spawned significant
informal and pluralist forms of representation.
Rethinking recognition and representation
ouside the context of the nation state points to
important, if little understood, actual and
potential sources of EU legitimacy.
Economic Integration in NAFTA and the EU
- Kirsten Appendini 2016-01-20
The institutions of the EU and NAFTA are
critically analysed by leading American and
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European scholars. The book covers both the
general problems of building new and integrated
markets, and several policy areas that are
related to economic integration. The institutions
established in both Europe and America are seen
as deficient in several respects. Without offering
adequate replacements, the economic
integration projects are actually undermining
some of the core institutions that serve the
needs of the market economies - institutions on
which the integration process itself depends.
European Integration and Health Policy Panos Minogiannis 2018-02-06
The impact of European integration on diverse
national social policies is still largely unknown.
While policy decision making remains at the
country level, there is a strong possibility that
indirectly, as a result of ideological imperatives
and financial constraints, policies will change.
National health policy is a case in point. This
important volume explores the current and
probable effect of European integration on
health care protection. Will it tend to encourage
all European member states to provide equitable
and universal access to quality care? Or is the
European integration process likely to lead to
social exclusion of some? The high degree of
social welfare as a health expectancy holds great
significance for decisions in countries like the
United States facing similiar pressures for
expanded coverage. In answering these
questions, Panos Minogiannis examines policies
in Greece, France, Germany, and the
Netherlands. Minogiannis frames his argument
through an exploration of the history of the
institutionalization of health care. Chapter 1
explores the nature of challenges that health
care faces in an era of integration and the ways
in which these challenges have emerged.
Chapter 2 discusses centralization of governance
in Brussels, describing the structure and
relations of different European Union
institutions, and their interactions with member
states. The final portions of the book, through
case studies of the Dutch, French, German, and
Greek health reforms, explore the history of the
political development of health care institutions
with a particular interest in reform proposals in
the last fifteen years. Chapter 7 brings together
lessons from previous chapters and discusses
the dynamics of health policy making in the
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European Union. Minogiannis concludes that
health insurance will most likely remain at the
member state level as far as politics are
concerned, at least for the present, although
policy makers will most likely have to deal with
the issue of cross-border health more
comprehensively than in the past. Those
interested in comparative policy, and in
particular health care policy, will find this
volume highly informative reading. Those
interested in the impact of European integration
will find it provocative. Panos Minogiannis is
with the Mailman School of Public Health at
Columbia University and is a research associate
at the Eisenhower Center.
Public Management and the Metagovernance of
Hierarchies, Networks and Markets - Louis
Meuleman 2008-04-03
Public managers can, to a certain extent, choose
between various mana- ment paradigms which
are provided by public and business
administration scholars and by politicians as
well. How do they find their way in this c- fusing
supermarket of competing ideas? This book
explores how public managers in Western
bureaucracies deal with the mutually
undermining ideas of hierarchical, network and
market governance. Do they possess a specific
logic of action, a rationale, when they combine
and switch - tween these governance styles? This
chapter sets the scene for the book as a whole
and presents the - search topic and the research
question. 1.1 Problem setting Since the Second
World War, Western public administration
systems have changed drastically. The
hierarchical style of governing of the 1950s to
the 1970s was partly replaced by market
mechanisms, from the 1980s - wards. In the
1990s, a third style of governing, based on
networks, further enriched the range of possible
steering, coordination and organisation terventions. In the new millennium, public sector
organisations seem to apply complex and
varying mixtures of all three styles of what we
will - fine as governance in a broad sense. This
development has brought about two problems.
The Future Law of Armed Conflict - Matthew
C. Waxman 2022
"Warfare is changing-and rapidly. New
technologies, new geopolitical alignments, new
interests and vulnerabilities, and other
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developments are changing how, why, and by
whom conflict will be waged. Just as militaries
must plan ahead for an environment in which
threats, alliances, capabilities, and even the
domains in which they fight will differ from
today, they must plan for international legal
constraints that may differ, too. As states,
including the United States, plan for how they
will conduct warfare in the future, West Point's
Lieber Institute for Law and Land Warfare, in
collaboration with Columbia Law School's
National Security Law Program, convened an
expert workshop to consider the future legal
context in which conflict will be waged. Titled
"Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) 2040," we
assembled leading academics and practitioners
from around the world to consider how that body
of law and institutions for creating, interpreting,
and enforcing it might look two decades aheadas well as what opportunities may exist to
influence it in that time"-Independence and Legitimacy in the
Institutional System of the European Union
- Dominique Ritleng 2016
With many EU non-majoritarian bodies growing
in political influence, this volume sheds light on
the inherent tension between independence and
legitimacy in the EU's institutional system, and
explores ways to reconcile the two.
Informal Governance in the European Union
- Thomas Christiansen 2003-01-01
How are the deals and decisions of the EU made
- in the meeting rooms and at the conference
tables, or by informal networks in the back
corridors of power?
Europe, Discourse, and Institutions - Cristian
Nitoiu 2014-07-25
This book focuses on how discourse and various
narratives contribute to the construction of the
European Union as a political actor, thus seeking
to challenge the more established approaches to
the study of the Union. It sheds light on the way
discourses about the European Union are
created, perpetuated and then translated into
policy outcomes. Most of the contributions
attempt to account for the differences that
usually arise between discourse and policy
practices. The methods employed range from
more traditional variants of discourse analysis to
other more radical versions that emphasize
power, or to critical or differential reading of
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policy narratives and ethnography. Policy areas
such as trade, enlargement, foreign policy and
the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) are
discussed, while a particular interest is awarded
to the European Parliament and the Commission.
In doing so, the contributions shed light on the
role discourse plays in relation to policies,
institutional practices, and value representations
at the European level. Moreover, the authors
analyse the different actors and structures that
create and perpetuate discourses within the EU,
highlighting new insights that a focus on
discourse can bring to the field of European
Union studies. This book was published as a
special issue of Perspectives on European
Politics and Society.
European Food Regulation after
Enlargement - Karolina Żurek 2011-11-11
Combining an empirical analysis of the evolution
of EU food regulation with a theoretical study of
selected mechanisms used in governing food,
this book provides a critical outlook on the
capacity of the regulatory system to
accommodate increased post-enlargement
diversity of socio-economic concerns.
Political Theory and the European
Constitution - Lynn Dobson 2004-08-02
In June 2003, the Convention on the Future of
Europe released what may become the
Constitution of the European Union. This timely
volume provides one of the first critical
assessments of the draft Constitution from the
vantage point of political theory. The work
combines detailed institutional analysis with
normative political theory, bringing theoretical
analysis to bear on the pressing issues of
institutional design answered - or bypassed - by
the draft Constitution. It addresses several
themes that play out differently in federal
arrangements than in unitary political orders: *
European values, especially the legitimate role
of alleged common values * liberty and powers how does the draft Constitution address
competing normative preferences? * the
European interest: the noble words regarding
common European objectives and values are
often muddled or conflated, different actors
intending quite different things. Several
chapters contribute to clarifying the different
senses of these terms.
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Hubert Zimmermann 2021-03-03
Is the EU a success or a failure? Should It Stay
or Should It Go? Britain and the EU The Big
Waste or Essential to Feed Europe? The
Common Agricultural Policy Observers of the
European Union could be forgiven in thinking
that since its inception the EU project has been
under threat from near constant crises. In recent
years, controversial issues such as EU
enlargement, the fallout from the Eurozone
crisis, migration policies, Brexit and the Corona
pandemic have tested the EU to its limits and
divided public opinion in the process. The major
third edition of this comprehensive textbook on
the EU seeks to introduce the integration project
by looking at the thorny debates politicians,
European citizens and the media contend with
on a daily basis. Well known for its unique and
pedagogically-innovative key debates format, the
editors have invited top names in the field to
contribute a stirring contribution either 'for' or
'against' each of the toughest political questions
the EU faces. In doing so, not only does it offer a
broad introduction to all the key concerns of the
Union, but it does so in a way that is
contemporary, engaging and designed to spark
controversy. New to this Edition: - All chapters
fully revised and updatedNew chapter on the
transatlantic partnership - All chapters now with
key takeaway points - Across all controversies,
more inclusion of mainstream gender and
feminist approaches
The European Union, the World Bank and
the Policymaking of Aid - Eugenia Baroncelli
2019-01-03
Based on the experience of the author, an IPE
scholar and former trade policy consultant at the
World Bank (WB), the book offers an in-depth
exploration of the EU–WB relations,
conceptualized as hybrid delegation. Coupling
cross-time analyses of their interaction in the
regions of the Middle East and North Africa,
Europe and Central Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa
with an original investigation on the
coordination among the EU member states at
the Executive Board of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development over the
‘voice and participation reform’ of 2008–2010,
the book advances an innovative theoretical
framework to assess the EU–WB joint
institutional and field policy performances.
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Augmented PA models of delegation, role theory
and performance analyses are engaged, and
selectively recombined, to investigate the
nature, evolution and impact of the interactions
of the two organizations, both in their everyday
and constituent politics. Hybrid delegation-inmotion is reconstructed, against the background
of post-Washington Consensus and post-Lisbon
EU, to unveil the changing division of labour
between the two largest development
multilaterals of the new global context. The book
will be of interest to scholars, students and
practitioners in European Politics, Development,
International Relations, International Political
Economy and Global Economic Governance.
European Union Politics - Michelle Cini 2007
This is the essential text for all students of
European Union politics. With its established
authority and reputation, the new edition is an
even more invaluable resource. It has been
updated throughout to reflect recent
developments, and there are four new chapters
on the constitutional treaty, CFSP and ESDP, the
single market, and public opinion.
Crises in Europe in the Transatlantic Context Bruno Dallago 2015-01-30
The adoption and management of the common
currency has led the Eurozone to a critical point.
This book analyzes in an interdisciplinary way
the fundamental causes of distress, making sure
to relate economic issues to the social and
political aspects of the problem. The book
explores the reasons why the Eurozone has
fallen into a policy trap, as well as what Europe
did and should do to exit the crisis, and why this
is proving to be so difficult. The book also
considers what role the United States has
played, and could play to help foster a solution
for the Eurozone. The main topics explored are
the complex nature of the crisis, the short circuit
between policies and the given institutional
architecture, the controversial role of Germany,
and the importance of an active role of the US.
The book brings together a transatlantic group
of scholars in order to offer an interdisciplinary
analysis of the deep causes of the Eurozone
distress. The authors recognize that the
Eurozone countries have contrasting situations
and interests and face different problems with
complex consequences for the vexed question of
national sovereignty within the EU; and pay
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attention to the social and political
consequences of the economic and financial
distress and of the perceived strain of the
common currency.
Applied Physics, System Science and Computers
II - Klimis Ntalianis 2018-06-25
This book reports on advanced theories and
methods in three related fields of research:
applied physics, system science and computers.
It is organized in three parts, the first of which
covers applied physics topics, including lasers
and accelerators; condensed matter, soft matter
and materials science; nanoscience and quantum
engineering; atomic, molecular, optical and
plasma physics; as well as nuclear and highenergy particle physics. It also addresses
astrophysics, gravitation, earth and
environmental science, as well as medical and
biological physics. The second and third parts
focus on advances in computers and system
science, respectively, and report on automatic
circuit control, power systems, computer
communication, fluid mechanics, simulation and
modeling, software engineering, data structures
and applications of artificial intelligence among
other areas. Offering a collection of
contributions presented at the 2nd International
Conference on Applied Physics, System Science
and Computers (APSAC), held in Dubrovnik,
Croatia on September 27–29, 2017, the book
bridges the gap between applied physics and
electrical engineering. It not only to presents
new methods, but also promotes collaborations
between different communities working on
related topics at the interface between physics
and engineering, with a special focus on
communication, data modeling and visualization,
quantum information, applied mechanics as well
as bio and geophysics.
The Paradox of EU-India Relations - Shazia
Aziz Wülbers 2010-12-16
The Paradox of EU-India Relations: Missed
Opportunities in Politics, Economics,
Development Cooperation, and Culture, by
Shazia Aziz WYlbers, successfully identifies
problems and prospects in the relationship
between two great entities. It is a
comprehensive empirical study which, after
addressing economics, politics, technology, and
social interactions, ultimately indicates that the
Indian worldview is undeniably different from
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the European Union worldview. This difference
could therefore be the important cause for
problematic divergences in foreign policy trends.
Constructing a Policy-Making State? Jeremy Richardson 2012-09-20
Constructing a Policy-Making State? sets out to
examine the processes by which Europeanization
takes place. Europeanization is defined as the
process by which the key decisions about public
policies are gradually transferred to the
European level (or for new policy areas, emerge
at the European level). This is in contrast to
definitions of Europeanization which focus on
the adaption of member states to European
public policies. Thus, the main focus is whether
a European Union 'policy-making state' is being
created via changes in the distribution of power
between member states and the European level
institutions over time. In addition to several
overview chapters (such as on agenda setting in
the EU), there are twelve sectoral studies which
analyse the differing trajectories and outcomes
of the Europeanization process and the extent to
which the European Union can make
'authoritative allocations'. The case studies have
been selected in order to illustrate the degree of
cross-sectoral variation in the process of
Europeanization, from sectors which have yet to
see very much Europeanization, such as health,
to sectors such as competition policy which are
almost fully Europeanized. The book is
consciously multi-theoretic in its approach,
drawing on a range of theories and concepts,
from theories of European integration, to
theories of public policy processes.
New Risks, New Welfare - Peter Taylor-Gooby
2004-11-11
This book, based on brand new data from a
major study and long-standing collaboration
between a number of prominent European
scholars, provides a fresh perspective on the
future of the welfare state across the EU.
Through detailed case-study analysis, it analyses
the emergence of new social risks alongside
traditional needs.
Dimensions of Federal Nation Building Abdulrahim P. Vijapur 1998
Crisis and Renewal - John Van Oudenaren
2021-09-22
This clear text provides a comprehensive
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introduction to the EU’s history, institutions, and
policies in the context of the ongoing crises the
Union faces. Explaining the different theoretical
perspectives used to understand the EU, the
book gives students the tools they need to assess
whether the Union is on a path to renewal.
Redefining Harmonisation - Ghio, Emilie
2022-06-14
Providing a definition of the concept of
harmonisation within the context of the
European Union, this timely book debunks the
idea that EU harmonisation measures are made
behind closed doors in Brussels and imposed,
top-down, on the Member States. Offering an indepth exploration of the concept of
harmonisation through the lens of European
Insolvency Law, the book will be an insightful
read for students and legal scholars interested in
EU law and the law-making process.
A Common Law for Europe - Gian Antonio
Benacchio 2005-01-01
The first of a series on European Union Law, it
provides a detailed overview of the development
of a new European Common Law. The authors
deal with the transposition of concepts and the
problem of translation. Each chapter is
accompanied by a bibliography in Italian as well
as in English, French and German suggesting
further reading in each area.
Sustainable Water Ecosystems Management in
Europe - Carlo Sessa 2012-07-31
First book to consider citizens playing a role in
the science-policy interface to help formulate
durable responses to sustainability challenges
Discusses all aspects to enhance the connectivity
of actors in the sustainable water management
field, with three pilot case studies showing how
citizens and stakeholders can be engaged early
and effectively in the river basins and coastal
waters planning processes Provides tips and
recommendations for the transferability of the
approach in different coastal areas of Europe
and beyond. Sustainable Water Ecosystems
Management in Europe examines the
anthropogenic deterioration of water
ecosystems, in particular in coastal areas. It
proposes a new approach to enhance
connectivity between research and policymaking. The book exploits the concept of
integrated adaptive ecosystem management, by
engaging scientists, policy makers and the
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public (the latter including both stakeholders
and lay citizens/water users) in comparable case
studies. Emphasis is given to the role of the
public to enlarge the concept of organisational
learning to the wider concept of social learning.
The EC 7th Research Framework Program
funded project AWARE engaged a panel of
randomly selected citizens living in three
different coastal areas of Europe – in a pilot
experience of knowledge brokerage with water
scientists and decision makers focused on
coastal waters quality. Results and lessons
learned from the project are summarized in this
volume, and recommendations are made for this
pilot’s replication and transferability to different
coastal areas and sustainable water
management tasks - and beyond to other
sustainability research and policy issues. This
book is a must-read for water managers and
policy makers looking to effectively organize
citizen and stakeholder participation in river
basin and coastal water planning, as required by
the EU Water Framework Directive. Sustainable
Water Ecosystems Management in Europe
provides useful recommendations for organising
effective participation of citizens in the science
and policy dialogue, promoting a collective
awareness of the plans and actions needed to
protect the water environment and ensure
sustainable use of water resources. Editor: Carlo
Sessa, AWARE Project Coordinator, Director at
ISIS – Institute of Studies for the Integration of
Systems, Italy
The European Union - Ali El-Agraa 2007-08-09
The European Union provides a comprehensive
introduction to the economics and policies of the
EU.
European Labour Relations - György Széll
2020-07-24
This title was first published in 2001. With the
increasing economic, political and social
integration in Europe, there has been a
fundamental change in labour and industrial
relations. Not only in the Japanese and American
challenges in the triad competition under the
slogan of ’Lean Management’ but also ecological
and democratic challenges are relevant. The
directive for the introduction of European works
councils is one example of new forms of
industrial relations. The question remains since
the Hofstede studies on how far will integration
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go in guarding the cultural specificity’s and
identities. The material is structured in a logical
and helpful way with a balanced and complete
review of the subject. This first of two volumes
concentrates on the general features of the
European system of labour relations. Both
volumes are addressed particularly to academics
and students of business administration,
economics, sociology, labour law and
organizational psychology at university level,
and would also be suitable for intensive courses
and seminars in the private sector.
Brexit and Agriculture - Ludivine Petetin
2022-01-26
Acknowledging the challenges and opportunities
raised by Brexit for the agri-food supply chain
and agricultural policies across the UK, this
book provides the first in-depth analysis of
agricultural policy developments across the UK’s
four nations rooted in strong theoretical and
practical underpinnings. Arguing that the four
nations could be more ambitious in departing
from the Common Agricultural Policy and
extending beyond the ‘public money for public
goods’ approach adopted across the UK, it
critiques the core attributes of their policies with
focuses including the debate over outcomebased schemes, governance mechanisms,
impacts on farm diversity and path dependency
on the Common Agricultural Policy and English
approaches. It promotes a ‘resilient agriculture’
paradigm and utilises social-ecological services,
net zero, agroecology and agri-food democracy
as the main pathways to achieve this. In doing
so, it scrutinises the evolving contextual,
political and legal landscape within which
devolved and UK agricultural policies are
developing from a multilevel governance
perspective, examining the implications of WTO
law for the UK and its devolved administrations
to determine environmental, food and animal
welfare standards under the GATT, the SPS and
TBT Agreements and financial support schemes
under the Agreement on Agriculture. The book
assesses the significance of the Northern Ireland
Protocol, the Trade and Cooperation Agreement
with the EU and other free trade agreements for
standards across the UK and access to markets.
From a domestic perspective, challenges to
devolution and the stability of the Union are
highlighted. Elements of unilateral
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recentralisation are visible via financing
mechanisms, the UK Internal Market Act and the
Agriculture Act. The book’s interdisciplinary
nature makes it of interest to lawyers, political
scientists, economists, human geographers and
scientists, as well as policy-makers, agricultural
communities, civil society organisations and
think tanks in the devolved administrations, the
UK, the EU and beyond.
The Politics of Means and Ends - Holger Bähr
2016-03-03
Policy instruments are techniques used to
implement policy goals. Subject to political
conflict, they address the relationship between
those who govern and those who are governed.
Why do political actors choose certain policy
instruments to implement policy goals?
Systematically comparing policy instruments
employed in the European Union's
environmental and social policy, Holger Bähr
develops a general theoretical framework to
illustrate how policy-makers prefer different
types of policy instruments depending on the
respective effect they wish to have on member
state governments, citizens, consumers, and
producers. He argues that institutions, the
politicisation of policy problems and external
events constrain political actors and provide
them with the opportunity to transfer their
preferred policy instruments into policy outputs
at the end of decision-making.
Accountability in EU Security and Defence Carolyn Moser 2020-05-21
Currently, some 2,500 civilian experts work
across Europe, Africa, and Asia in ten ongoing
civilian missions launched under the Common
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP). Mandates
cover a broad range of multidimensional tasks,
such as rule of law support, law enforcement
capacity building, or security sector reform.
Numerous (recent) incidents from the field
underscore that there are serious institutional as
well as procedural weaknesses and irregularities
tied to accountability in these EU peacebuilding
missions. This title offers a comprehensive legal
analysis and empirical study of accountability
concerning the Union's peacebuilding
endeavours, also referred to as civilian crisis
management. Along with examining the
governance credentials of EU peacebuilding, the
monograph thoroughly scrutinizes de jure and
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de facto accountability arrangements of political,
legal, and administrative nature existing in the
domestic sphere, at EU level, and across levels.
With a view to providing for a nuanced picture,
the assessment further distinguishes between
different accountability finalities and evaluates
the appropriateness of existing accountability
arrangements in civilian crisis management
based on a combination of quantitative and
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qualitative criteria.
Handbook of International Security and
Development - Paul Jackson 2015-02-27
Providing a comprehensive introduction to the
literature and approaches used in the field, this
illustrious Handbook explores and interrogates
the link between security and development at a
global level whilst offering a broad survey of
current thinkin
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